Looking Back at
The Sustainability Accelerator

What Nature’s Entrepreneurs Need Next
The Techstars Sustainability Accelerator in Partnership with The Nature Conservancy

“It is entrepreneurs who are
increasingly shaping our global
economy. In the coming decades,
we should be betting on this
generation of entrepreneurs who
are working to reshape how
society operates. These explorers
put everything they have on the
line—and we should be standing
with them and supporting them.”
August Ritter,
The Nature Conservancy
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A Note About Our Experience
“The magic [of
entrepreneurship] is
the human element:
the agility and energy
of working together.
I’ve never seen that in
a science organization
before now. You can
read all of the books
and even record a
video to play on demo
day, but when you see
people working, the
energy is a whole
diﬀerent reality. You
have to be in it. You
have to feel it. You
can’t write about that
and capture it.”
—Niraj Swami, TNC

The partnership between The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and Techstars is
founded on a tremendous amount of respect and genuine interest in learning from
one another. Our collaboration started with a shared mission from two disparate
organizations—and is infused with the entrepreneurial spirit to tackle something
bigger than both our organizations.
From the very start, it was the people that proved catalytic. We all learned to
collaborate better and optimize for shared success throughout the program.
The new relationships built through The Sustainability Accelerator were more
transformative than one might assume, and we are all forever changed by this
experience.
The Sustainability Accelerator is a result of partnerships that extend far beyond
TNC and Techstars. We are incredibly grateful to our joint venture partners
Grantham Environmental Foundation, LH Capital, S2G Ventures, and Zoma
Capital.
With the learnings from this partnership, TNC and Techstars are now stepping
into new roles that facilitate innovation in conservation, sustainability, and climate
solutions, with our JV partners continuing to support as well. This report reﬂects
our journey, what we all learned along the way, and speciﬁc opportunities that we
invite the broader conservation and technology community to explore together.
Everything has changed so fast in the four years since we started down this path.
Imagine what we can all accomplish together in the next four years.

The Sustainability Accelerator team
Zach Nies, Managing Director, Techstars
August Ritter, Agility Lab Managing Director,
The Nature Conservancy
Niraj Swami, Conservation Technology Strategy
& Enablement, The Nature Conservancy
Maki Tazawa, Program Manager, Techstars
Jenna Walker, former Managing Director, Techstars
Hannah Davis, former Program Director, Techstars
Roman Gonzales and Chelsea Shaw of Gardenia in a 2021
Accelerator session in Boulder. © Jenn Brunson
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HOW IT STARTED

Nature Needs an Entrepreneur
In 2017, leaders from TNC and Techstars met in Boulder, Colorado, to explore working together.
TNC recognized technology was disrupting industries, but not the conservation space. Mark Tercek,
CEO of TNC at the time, brought up a metaphor for what he was trying to bring to TNC— ”that
nature needed a banker.” Inspired, the Techstars team embraced the idea that nature needs an
entrepreneur, too. The groups wanted to see what would happen if TNC’s scientiﬁc expertise and
Techstars’ business leadership could fuse together in service of catalyzing conservation technology.
Even though sustainability accelerator programs are common in 2022, a dedicated program
focused on marrying business and impact was novel in 2017. At the time, capital was hard to come
by and there was a healthy dose of skepticism about whether it was even possible to bridge science
and entrepreneurship for the climate. TNC was new to early-stage innovation as a science
organization, and Techstars was new to the sustainability and conservation space. There was a lot
for each to learn.
Ideas moved quickly into action. Over the next several years, The Sustainability Accelerator would
spark and support broad collaboration among people not used to working with each other—from
entrepreneurs and founders to investors and scientiﬁc experts—all with a shared mission to learn
from one another and expedite solutions for pressing environmental challenges.

“Innovation and disruption are
essential to solving the world's
problems related to food, water and
climate change. We will tap the same
technologies that have disrupted
other industries like ﬁnance,
healthcare, mobility and energy, but
this time applied through the lens of
sustainability.”
—Brad Feld, Techstars,
2018 TNC Annual Report

TNC
Wanted to know more
about early-stage
innovation from Techstars

Investors

Techstars

Wanted access to deal
ﬂow, the opportunity to
support TNC, and to
absorb as much as possible
from Techstars

Sought insights on how to
best support climatefocused founders

Founders
Were interested in
partnering with both TNC
and Techstars
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The Big Picture
2018

3

2021

30

Classes

Participating
companies

17

33%

Pilots with
TNC

Of all participating
companies are
women-led

$66M+
In funding raised

53%

Of all participating
companies are led by a
diverse team

(having at least one founder from an
underrepresented background)

The Techstars
Sustainability Accelerator
in Partnership with
The Nature Conservancy

Allyson Quijano of Bext360 presenting during 2019 Techstars.
© Jenn Brunson
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Lessons from
The Sustainability Accelerator
Collaborating on The Sustainability Accelerator revealed many learnings about what it takes
to make real, impactful change through innovation in this space. The common thread is that
more of the change happens through people, relationships, and networks than expected.

LEARNING 01:

LEARNING 02:

Accelerator-sparked
collaboration has
a ripple eﬀect

Networks and liaisons
are as important as
funding

LEARNING 03:

LEARNING 04:

Stage and mindset
are important

Mismatched
operating styles
are an obstacle

LEARNING 05:
A reminder that
impact and proﬁt
do go together

LEARNING 06:
Venture capital
can’t buy everything
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LEARNING 01:

Accelerator-sparked collaboration has a ripple eﬀect
The cultures of Techstars and TNC could not be more diﬀerent, and collaborating through
The Sustainability Accelerator changed both organizations for the better.
TNC shifted its ways of thinking and embraced a more entrepreneurial mindset. The
organization now works to build for scale, learn and iterate quickly, measure for impact,
and focus on products instead of projects.

“

For TNC, there was an entrepreneurial enthusiasm that radiated beyond the
accelerator, leading us to reﬂect on our problem-solving approach. This partnership was
the genesis of TNC’s Agility Lab, an initiative to infuse innovation and entrepreneurial
methodologies into our conservation approach. The organization also launched a
conservation technology team that is now carrying learnings from the accelerator
forward to best support the early-stage tech sector.” —August Ritter, TNC

“

TNC as an organization is forever diﬀerent as a result of the energy, excitement, and
momentum that came from working with the Techstars team.” —Ryan Smith, Investor

At Techstars, this accelerator was a point of pride for employees. The network and teams value
this work, and it acted as part of the foundation for Techstars’ growing commitment to impact.

“

The Sustainability Accelerator was galvanizing for Techstars. It generated internal
momentum and interest through an employee Green Team, and beyond. The accelerator
also attracted new founders and new employees who want to be part of a responsible
and future-facing company.” —Maki Tazawa, Techstars

Investors got a front-row seat to early-stage innovation. They gained insight into the
importance of teams, which now inspires continued experimentation with other models, like
venture studios and intentionally forming teams around ideas.

“
“

Seeing the development of each entrepreneur crystallized that this program is
impactful regardless of how the companies ultimately perform.” —Ryan Smith, Investor

The real learning here for us was about investing and building at a very early stage.
We learned a great deal about how advisors help foster and develop teams.”
—Matt Walker, Investor
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LEARNING 02:

Networks and liaisons are as important as funding
While founders, of course, need funding, they very much need access to the right networks—
and the liaisons to help them navigate those networks.
Developing relationships with new partners is instrumental in allowing founders to prove
their technology and ﬁnd forms of capital beyond venture investment (e.g., grants and
government funding). The Sustainability Accelerator team acted as a critical connection
point, bridging between the founders and TNC to facilitate these relationships.
Founders also need connections to a community of entrepreneurs. Accelerator founders
most strongly beneﬁtted from the support of other founders who understood the challenges
they faced building an impact-driven business, in addition to the network of Techstars
mentors who helped develop their leadership and business acumen.

“

The seafood industry is all
relationship-based, and TNC has all of
those relationships, so the accelerator was
a way to build our customer network.”
—Eric Tamm, Founder, ThisFish

“

The real value of the program was the
in-person engagement, being creative, and
collaborating in real time. I made lifelong
friendships with other founders, and we’re
now exploring collaborative projects with
another startup [in the accelerator].”
—Aisha Raheem, Founder, Farmz2U

Richael Young of Mammoth Water pitching during Investor Day 2019.
© Jenn Brunson
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LEARNING 03:

Stage and mindset are important
TNC learned they are best positioned to help slightly later-stage startups that are solving a
direct TNC pain point and have the foundations of their business in place. With product and
revenue established, startups can tap scientiﬁc or conservation experts within non-proﬁts
(NGOs) networks more successfully.
Even then, access to expertise doesn’t immediately translate to results. Often a mismatch of
goals or diﬀerent ways of approaching the work can get in the way. For example, TNC experts
are not typically business-minded and work in smaller-scale pilots, which is quite diﬀerent
from technology founders building for scale. To enable collaboration, founders and scientiﬁc
experts need to ﬁnd a common language, align goals correctly, and be open to learning from
one another.

“

We’re not turning everyone into entrepreneurs, and don’t expect entrepreneurs to
become conservation experts. It takes connecting the right people who are interested
at the right time, and starting from there.” —Renée Vassilos, TNC

Richael Young of Mammoth Water working with a farmer in Nebraska 2019. © Jenn Brunson
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LEARNING 04:

Mismatched operating styles are an obstacle
NGOs and entrepreneurs are mismatched when it comes to the way they work.
For example, the funding cycles of a conservation non-proﬁt need longer lead times. NGO
team members often need to know a year in advance what funding they need for upcoming
projects. That timeline is a mismatch when supporting a technology pilot, as a startup
demands more of a rapid, dynamic approach.
Entrepreneurs typically work quickly and iteratively to create MVPs (minimum viable
products), while NGOs are focused on putting programs with longer-learning cycles and
historical practices into place.
Finding the sweet spot between these two worlds takes a diﬀerent type of entrepreneur, a
diﬀerent type of conservationist, and a liaison actively bridging the two. The most successful
collaborations involved startup founders who understood these diﬀerences in motivations
and objectives—and could navigate the dynamics.

“

Entrepreneurs have
long maintained a punk
rocker–type image. But to
navigate both the technology
and NGO worlds, they can’t
just scream into the
microphone; they also have
to know how to string a
melody together, maybe
even write a top 40 hit. The
extreme disruptor mentality
isn’t going to be accepted.”
—Zach Nies, Techstars

© Ivan Lalovic
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THE SWEET SPOT

Gybe
With a background in technology and engineering, Gybe founder Ivan Lalovic worked on
water-related measurement technology for several years when a contact at TNC suggested he
join The Sustainability Accelerator. Ivan didn’t readily think of himself as an entrepreneur, but
he embraced the role through participation with the accelerator.
Informed by his background and familiarity with large NGOs, Ivan eﬀectively navigated the
partnership’s complexity. He adapted his operating style to ﬁt both the scientiﬁc rigor of TNC
and the entrepreneurial pace of Techstars.
Gybe’s success in the accelerator was mainly due to a clear alignment with TNC’s needs, a
strong working relationship with a TNC scientist who championed the work, and Techstars’
guidance to turn it all into a sustainable business.
During the accelerator, Gybe conducted an initial pilot with TNC that has since expanded to
include more than ﬁve international pilots.
Gybe now operates in 17 watersheds on four continents and monitors a water area of 13,000
square km, including 7,000 km of coastline.

“

We admittedly didn’t
know what an accelerator
was. We started the
company in part because we
got into the accelerator, and
it proved to be a hugely
valuable experience. I
learned a lot about starting
and growing a company.”
—Ivan Lalovic, Founder, Gybe

© Ivan Lalovic
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LEARNING 05:

A reminder that impact and proﬁt do go together
To some, this sounds obvious. Still, in practice, the work of aligning impact and proﬁt
requires new muscle for many, so the learning bears repeating. Companies in The
Sustainability Accelerator demonstrated that businesses don’t have to take more than they
give back. We can link successful business models with impact and reinforce positive
outcomes for both the planet and customers.
To highlight a few:

NORI
was ahead of the game in applying new technology to further the impact needed
in nature. The company successfully links revenue with support for farmers who
employ carbon removal practices.

PROPAGATE VENTURES
is an analytics and project development platform that makes it easy for
farmers & landowners to increase proﬁtability while helping investors fund
low risk regenerative ag/agroforestry projects. Their design & development
product, Overyield, enables farmers and service providers to analyze
farmland so they can plant faster. Coupled with project development and
capital services, they are accelerating the adoption of agroforestry—the gold
standard for agricultural carbon sequestration.

2NDNATURE
team built upon their in-depth knowledge of the challenges and information needs
facing local and state water resource managers from their early consulting days.
2NDNATURE realized a software solution grounded in maps is the best way to get
sound science to decision makers. Aligning their business and impact models, they
now oﬀer a scalable end-to-end system to support communities on their journey to
measure, manage, and improve the quality and health of their waterways.

“

Techstars brought the expertise to make this a commercial exercise
and build a business plan. Afterall, you can’t have an impact if you don’t
have scale.” —Ryan Smith, Investor
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LEARNING 06:

Venture capital can’t buy everything
Given the time needed for conservation and
sustainability technology solutions to align
their impact and business models, founders
need access to more ﬂexible, patient, and
concessionary forms of capital than venture
investments alone provide.
The sources of capital available to
conservation and sustainability technology
entrepreneurs are more varied than in the
broader technology ecosystem. For example,
sustainability entrepreneurs can access
grants, tap public ﬁnancing mechanisms, and
work with family oﬃces that provide a
combination of grants and investments.
Sometimes public funding is just a better ﬁt.
© Steven Gnam

“

For investors, it’s important to
remember that this sector is still
emerging, and more venture ﬁnance is
not always the solution. We need to
help conservation tech entrepreneurs
ﬁnd more ﬂexible ﬁnancing options to
help them de-risk, give them time to
align business and impact models, and
bridge to commercialization.
Experimenting with their models and
building their networks to other,
existing forms of ﬂexible capital for this
kind of technology is a huge value add
for the entrepreneurs they invest in.”
—Zach Nies, Techstars
Brad Feld speaking during a 2018 Techstars event. © Bill Marr
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What’s Possible
It’s energizing to look to the future of innovation in conservation and sustainability and think
about what can be accomplished in a short period of time. The Sustainability Accelerator
experience surfaced opportunities for TNC, Techstars, and the ecosystem as a whole.

OPPORTUNITY 01:

OPPORTUNITY 02:

Accelerators can be
a better bridge for
founders

Investors can provide
more value by oﬀering
access to networks

OPPORTUNITY 03:

OPPORTUNITY 04:

Funding is needed to
collaborate and
incentivize sharing
learnings

Match founders with
experts to champion
their product

OPPORTUNITY 05:

OPPORTUNITY 06:

Accelerators can
eﬀectively source diverse
founders by changing
selection criteria

Continue to experiment
with ways of supporting
early-stage innovation
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OPPORTUNITY 01:

Accelerators can be a better bridge for founders
Accelerators can do more to ensure they are a bridge to somewhere for conservation and
sustainability technology founders. Not easy to build or fund, these types of businesses face
unique challenges as they work to bridge business and impact, which means they need
access to scientiﬁc expertise and best-in-class business coaching.
During an accelerator, business mentors play an essential role to help founders develop a
model that can scale and become self-sustaining. Conservation and sustainability
technology founders beneﬁt strongly from a community of entrepreneurs in the same or
related sectors. Also, they need support from scientiﬁc and conservation experts for realworld pilots and testing.
To facilitate this support during and post-accelerator, accelerators can:
• Design programs that include varied types of expertise, from business model
creation and customer discovery to conservation science.
• Provide founders access to networks where they can prove their technology with
pilot partners and connect to ﬂexible forms of capital to de-risk their solutions.
• Allow ample space for mutual learning and collaboration among founders, both
during the program itself and via portfolio-wide community engagement channels.
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OPPORTUNITY 02:

Accelerators can be a better bridge for founders
As conservation and sustainability technology evolves, and as a much-needed inﬂux of
new people get involved, it becomes increasingly important to support portfolio
companies and entrepreneurs in developing new networks outside traditional business
and technology sectors. Founders need support rooting their solutions in real-world
sustainability as well as scientiﬁc knowledge from the conservation community.
Investors can:
• Grow their networks and build relationships with science-led organizations and
experts, like TNC, to increase their value add to their portfolio companies.
Understanding how these organizations operate can beneﬁt founders with expertise,
partnership opportunities, and other funding sources.
• Connect their founders and pipeline companies with more diverse, ﬂexible forms of
capital, or consider ﬂexible forms of funding or pooled partnership models for
accelerator-esque programs that better support conservation and sustainability
technologies.

“

If all I needed was
funding, I would have gone
to YC. We selected The
Sustainability Accelerator
because we wanted to
build a business that could
be both impactful and
successful in the long
term.”
—Participating Founder

Attendees of Techstars Accelerator Demo Day 2019. © Kari Geha
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OPPORTUNITY 03:

Funding is needed to collaborate and incentivize
sharing learnings
Collaboration happens at the speed of relationships, and it can have impactful ripple eﬀects
if adequately supported. Strong liaisons are adept conveners who can help those involved
ﬁnd the right people to talk to, establish shared goals, and align incentives.
Investors and philanthropists can catalyze collaboration across conservation, business, and
technology sectors by providing the funding needed for NGOs to:
• Enable the participation of their science and conservation experts in technology
and innovation programs.
• Hire the necessary liaisons that make collaboration possible and detangle the
complex relationships between diﬀerent conservation programs to ﬁnd the right
people to talk to and when.
• Launch and scale pilot programs.

“

Without the budget for TNC staﬀ to support pilots, we won’t get
the on-the-ground impact we want to see.” —Renée Vassilos, TNC

© Scott Warren
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OPPORTUNITY 04:

Match founders with experts to champion
their product
Knowledgeable and enthusiastic supporters give founders a better chance to prove
their technology, and it takes consideration to make a good match. Creating these
relationships and networks work requires ﬁnding people with the right mindset.
These collaborations are most successful when a scientiﬁc and conservation expert can
see the value and a throughline of where the technology can go. They also need funded
bandwidth to get involved.
From the conservation and NGO side, that is usually someone interested in innovation
and open to working with entrepreneurs. The most successful founders seem to be
those who can appreciate large NGOs’ complexity and pace, and adapt their style to
make it work (impeccable follow-up and follow-through best practices from founders
goes a long way too).

© Harold E. Malde
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OPPORTUNITY 05:

Accelerators can eﬀectively source diverse founders by
changing selection criteria
In 2018, 33% of The Sustainability Accelerator’s participating founders were from
underrepresented backgrounds. By 2021, that percentage had grown to 90% of the
participating founders. By shifting selection criteria, accelerators can make a meaningful
shift in the makeup of their founder cohorts in a short period.
Accelerators can:
• Build more relationships, both with aﬃnity groups to help get the word out about
the accelerator program and its application period, as well as taking time to build
individual relationships and understand founders from diﬀerent lived experiences.
• Ensure they source founders from underrepresented backgrounds in the selection
phases, not just in soliciting applications and pipeline, as systemic biases can slip
through even with a diverse pipeline.
• Look beyond the experience sets typically associated with entrepreneurs. For example,
this means looking beyond the biases against solo founders and startups that have been
running for a longer period of time (sometimes it can matter more what a company did
in the past year than over their history), or thinking about the accessibility of
participation of the program from diﬀerent geographies and backgrounds.
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OPPORTUNITY 06:

Accelerators can eﬀectively source diverse founders by
changing selection criteria
The accelerator model isn’t the only answer, and continued experimentation is necessary
to support early-stage innovation.
Ideas for NGOs:
• Experiment with ways to match founders and experts at their organizations.
• Proactively deﬁne areas where innovation can have the most impact.
• Shape policy frameworks that create pathways for appropriate market-driven solutions.
Ideas for investors:
• Fund experiments and open-source collaboration between the innovation space and
the conservation NGO world.
• Try alternative models, like venture studios, to form teams around problems.
• Portfolio diversity through smaller investments or ﬂexible funding to earlier stage
companies that help to de-risk ideas.

“

Giving conservation tech
companies funding for a short period
is certainly helpful, but in most cases,
it isn’t suﬃcient to allow them to
de-risk their technology and get to
commercialization. We look at
Venture as bridge ﬁnancing. These
businesses need capital continuously.”
—Matt Walker, Investor

“

Instead of picking the ten
winners and putting all of our
money into them, what if we keep a
thousand climate startups alive and
help them get to their next proof
point? That’s the real gap that I’m
seeing in the climate space.”
—Zach Nies, Techstars
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A Lot Can Happen In Four Years
In the four years since initiating this program, much has changed:
• Capital used to be very hard to ﬁnd. Now capital is much more readily available.
• Entrepreneurial energy is ﬂowing into the conservation, sustainability, and climate space.
• Sustainability innovation programs are numerous and vertically focused.
Looking ahead to what’s next for Techstars and TNC, the teams are again searching for that
sweet spot of what they do best, what the conservation technology space needs, and how to
continue to learn.
TNC will continue to grow innovation programs spurred in part by the Accelerator:
• The Conservation Technology function within TNC continues to advise business units
across a global footprint on tech-centric innovation.
• TNC’s Agility Lab, which has adapted innovations from the private sector—design
thinking, lean experimentation, agile ways of working—continues to de-risk
conservation solutions before bringing them to scale.
• TNC will continue to pilot emerging conservation technologies, including on-theground sensors, drones, autonomous AI/ML, and Blockchain technologies.
• As they go forward, TNC’s work with startups will be vertically-focused. They will
strive to assist entrepreneurs in articulating problems that need to be solved and to
identify those solutions that solve known challenges. They will work with later-stage
companies for any expert consulting or collaboration. Current programs include
regenerative agriculture innovation and the Blue Revolution Fund.
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“

At TNC, we have done the research to understand which production
practices build soil health. We also know the challenges and roadblocks
that exist in the agriculture system to scaling the adoption of those
practices. We need innovation- much of which is coming from early-stage
companies- to deliver solutions that eliminate those challenges and
facilitate the scaled adoption of the practices we know build soil health.”
—Renée Vassilos, TNC

Techstars established climate and sustainability as a practice in their network, with a dedicated
Entrepreneur in Residence to lead it. Climate and sustainability are also now a lens for innovation
in their programs, such as those below.
• Techstars Farm to Fork Accelerator
• Equinor & Techstars Energy Accelerator
• Techstars Alabama EnergyTech Accelerator
• STANLEY + Techstars Accelerator
• Torino Cities of the Future Techstars Accelerator
• Techstars Industries of the Future Accelerator
• Techstars Los Angeles Accelerator
What nature’s entrepreneurs need next is a commitment to continue the momentum and keep learning
from each other, to share opportunities, and respond as new gaps in support reveal themselves.
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About Us
TECHSTARS
We believe entrepreneurs can
change the world. From startup
founders to corporate employees to
visionary dreamers, entrepreneurs
hold the keys to the greatest
challenges of our time. They see
opportunities. They take risks. And
they clear the path for entire
industries. At Techstars, we help
grow their ideas into worldchanging businesses.
Chinmay Adhvaryu of Inﬂuunt doing mock investor meeting during Accelerator 2021

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY

© Lynn McBride

The Nature Conservancy is a
global environmental nonproﬁt
working to create a world where
people and nature can thrive.
Founded in the U.S. through
grassroots action in 1951, The
Nature Conservancy has grown to
become one of the most eﬀective
and wide-reaching environmental
organizations in the world. Thanks
to more than a million members
and the dedicated eﬀorts of our
diverse staﬀ and over 400
scientists, we impact conservation
in 76 countries and territories: 37
by direct conservation impact and
39 through partners.
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